QUIZ - ITEMS IN THE HOME
Proceeds to the work of the Epiphany Trust (www.epiphany.org.uk - reg. charity No.1006653) amongst the street
children of Kandy, Sri Lanka.
Entry fee: £1.00 minimum donation. (Winner’s prize: Cash to the value of 10% of money raised)
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Rusted like crazy (6)
Shrub newly positioned (5)
From an Eastern European country (6)
Steven Owens appears popular at first (4)
Both rush to madness (10)
Fake bear without a tail (7)
Half shave raw skin, (6)
An unpleasant aroma in part of the UK (6)
I see myself here (6)
Computers own more bytes at first (4)
One can only go so far, in essence (4)
Bleat madly (5)
Charm airmen with abandon but three are missing (8)
Swinging church song (7,5)
Reorder chisels and screwdrivers, for instance (5)
In the centre of Perugia (3)
Berate or dress down (6)
Friend loses one (3)
Support skilled priests (10)
FA, UEFA or European? (3)
Tabasco, right? (6)
Quietly tardy (5)
Cheek in front of camera movement (8)
Ability in front of an alien (7)
Former England Cricket captain meets the Queen (6)
U.S. tramp loses one (3)
Interrogate (5)
New fire consumes director general (6)
Liberate nothing, without ending (7)
A very small breaker (9)
Drinking vessel is atop table (8)
Wish shared around (10)
Get steaming before queen (6)
Musical Mama has Eastern part (9)
Potassium, nickel and iron (5)
Path junction or gardening tool, perhaps (4)
Pate soon gobbled up (8)
Boats drift around N pole (10)
I’m glad Les holds it (5)
Leaders of junta under guard (3)
Beginnings of joy until I can’t eat right (6)
Garret is untidy (6)
Stomach (4,9)
Face, learn or be a fool (3)
Blow about (4)
Could be in the home or mobile (9)
The box (10)
Publicity in Olympic city (5)
Kept in, Tom came rather late (6)
Traveller to work exchanges money for piano (8)
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How cat might get the cream? (6)
Quiet communist followed by the German (8)
Slide skis inside (4)
Reserve luggage (8)
Could mean it’s all over (8)
Pokes eyes out (6)
Eric locked up centrally (5)
Exodus, Proverbs and Acts for example (5)
They hold bullets or articles (9)
Save anew (4)
All four points at the front of treatise (9)
Mixed plaster (7)
Rock, paper . . . . . . . . . (8)
Scotch not unknown (5)
You might find these in the region of Hyde Park (8)
Disturbed. A shock, too. (9)
Young lady coming out backwards (3)
Some French animal doctor? (5)
Prisoner of war, sick inside (6)
Mother Teresa’s first lock (8)
What could be worn when in hospital? (8)
Stars bleeding horribly (8,5)
Artist’s bust (5,2,7)
Hard love is past (6)
Greet little Fiona (2,2)
Where dirty linen is hidden (7,6)
Pressing metal (4)
Decreasing management (7,5)
Pot might call it black (6)
Crazily cracked, with one bit missing (1,1,4)
Indicator, love lost to king (7)
This pupil has responsibility (7)
Ripened, in essence (3)
Happen Cilla covers this (6)
King, Queen or Emperor (5)
Caught by Eric and Les (6)
Where memories are stored (10,5)
Class E riot (6)
Management from afar (6,7)
For example, a large bra (3,3)
Joker, not first letter but last (6)
Only operational in the hours of darkness (7,5)
Keeper saw past bat in motion (5,5,6)
Harbinger captures this (3)
Could be red or white spectacles (4,7)
You might find these in a circus (8)
Shock absorbers? (8)
Truce revised (5)
Poet at war (6)
One goes from back to front in lowly dwellings (6)

Please return the completed quiz to Kath Milner, 10, Rustlings Court, Graham Road, Sheffield, S10 3HQ.
The winner will be notified within two weeks of the closing date and in the event of a tie lots will be drawn. If you would like
your entry returned with the answers please provide an S.A.E.
Name:

Address:

